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This is how we started thinking about the invisible structures

**What** are the lockdown conditions in your local community?

**What** do you think distinguishes the approach of your national culture to COVID-19?

**What** do the imposed restrictions in your society reveal about your taken for granted social world?

**What** seeds of change have you witnessed?

What dialogue through all sectors of society do you notice that highlight fairness and maybe sustainability?
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The difference between social distancing and isolation.

This person worked from home

This person skipped the party

This person never took that flight

This person stayed at home
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Thank you for joining us!

Please go to AmericanAnthro.org to view the YouTube video of this webinar and all previous webinars.

Please be in touch with each other through AAA’s Webinar Community.

Learn more about business anthropology here:

www.businessanthro.com